TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #764

SEC. 19 T 45 S R 10 W. WM.

INITIAL POINT

WILHART TRACTS

HISTORICAL: Map A-188

Map A-2388

SEE MAP A-4569

CONDITION

FOUND:

GONE

1 1/4" IRON PIPE Map A-188, A-2388

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET A 1 1/2" x 30" IRON PIPE WITH A BRASS CAP,
IN CONCRETE.

INT. PT.

WILHART

TRACTS

RS 793

1981

NEW ACCESSORY:

Punch mark on east edge of Manhole Bears West 75'

Monument spike in base of 50" dia. Spruce, on west edge of tree, Bears South 1981.

COMMENTS: Due to Sanitary Sewer Construction, the original Initial Point was destroyed. I reset the Initial Point as shown on map A-4569.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

TERRY JONES

GALE ARTHUR


COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.